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1 Introduction

The notion of sequence generated by a finite automaton, (or more precisely a finite automaton
with output function, i. e. a "uniform tag system") has been introduced and studied by Cobham
in 1972 (see [19]; see also [24]). In 1980, Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy, ([18]),
proved that a sequence with values in a finite field is automatic if and only if the related formal
power series is algebraic over the rational functions with coeflRcients in this field: this was the
starting point of numerous results linking automata theory, combinatorics and number theory.
Our aim is to survey some results in this area, especially transcendence results, and to provide
the reader with examples of automatic sequences. We will also give a bibliography where more
detailed studies ca,n be found. See in particular the survey of Dekking, Mendes France and
van der Poorten, [22], or the author's, [2], where many relations between finite automata and
number theory (and between finite automata and other mathematical fields) are described. For
applications of finite automata to physics see [6].

In the first part of this paper we will recall the basic definitions and give the theorem of
Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy. We will also give jRve typical examples of sequences
generated by finite automata.

In the second part we will discuss transcendence results related to automata theory, giving
in particular some results concerning the Cariitz zeta function.

We will indicate in the third part of this paper the possible generalizations of these automatic
sequences.

Finally in an appendix we will give an elementary "automatic" proof of the transcendence of
the Carlitz formal power series II.
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2 Generalities, examples, the main theorem

2. 1 Sequences generated by finite automata

Definition 1 Let q be an integer (q ̂  2). A q-automaton consists of
- a finite set S = {a^ = i, a^, . . -, 0^}, which is called the set of states. One of the states is

denoted by i and called the initial state,
- q maps from S to itself, labelled 0, 1,. .., 9 - 1. The image of the state s by the map j is

denoted by j. s,

- a map (the output function), say <p, from S to a setY.
This "machine" generates a sequence with values in Y, say (Un)n>o, as follows: to compute the
term Un one expands n in base q, say n = El=o raj^> with 0 <~nj <q-1. Then each ra, is
interpreted as one of the maps from S to itself, and these maps are applied to i to obtain:

Un=^p [n^(n^i(. . -(ni(no. t)) . . .))].

Such a sequence is called a ^-automatic sequence.

2. 2 Examples

1) The Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence

This sequence has been studied by Thue at the beginning of the century, to give an example
of a binary sequence without cubes (i. e. without three consecutive identical blocks, see [40] and
[41]);by Morse in the 2°'s' (see [31])'but also by prouhet in 1851 ([32]). It can be defined~by
the following 2-automaton :

- the set of states is S = {i, a},
- the maps 0 and 1 from S to S are defined by,

0. ? = i, O. a = a,

1. ?' = a, l. a = i,

- the output function is defined by,

Hence this sequence begins by:

^(Q = 0, y(a) = 1.
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y(Q = 0, <^(a) = 1

Figure 1: An automaton which generates the Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence

2) The Rudin-Shapiro sequence

Let a = (a,i)n>o be any sequence of ±1. What can be said of the asymptotic size of the
supremum of its Fourier transform

N-l

FN(a)= sup J ^a^2-|?
^£[0, 1] n^b

The following bounds are trivial:

N-l

n=0

N-l

E-
n=0

^N =|| ̂  a^2- ||^<|[ ̂  a^2- ||L°°= FN(a) < N.

On the other hand, for almost all (in the sense of the Haar measure on {-1, +1}]N) sequences of
±1, one has

FNW< ̂  log TV.

In other words, for a "random" sequence a, ^(a) behaves roughly like V^V. Shapiro in 1951
([37]) and Rudin in 1959 ([33]) constructed a sequence a for which F^( a) ̂  C^/N: and which is
deterministic for any reasonable definition of this notion. Moreover this sequence is 2-automatic,
and can be generated by the following 2-automaton:

- set of states S = {i, a, 6, c},
- maps from S to S,

O.i = i, O.a = i, Q.b = c, Q.c = c,

l. i = a, l. a = b, l.b = a, l. c = 6,

- output function,
y{i) = y(a) = +1,

^(&)=^(c)=-l.

Hence this sequence begins by:

+1+14-1-1+1+1-1+1+1
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(p(i) == y(a) = +1, y{b) = y(c) = -1

Figure 2: An automaton which generates the Riidin-Shapiro sequence

3) The paperfolding sequence

Folding repeatedly a sheet of paper yields a sequence of "peaks" A and "valleys" V which
has been studied by many authors since the paper of Davis and Knuth ([21]). This sequence can
indeed be generated by the following 2-automaton:

- set of states S = {i, a, b, c},
- maps from 5' to 5',

O. i = a, O. a = b, O. b = b, O. c = c,

l. i = i, l. a = c, 1. 6 = 6, l. c = c,

- output function,

y(i) ̂  y(a) = <f(b) = V, <^(c) = A.

Hence this sequence begins by:
VVAVVAAV...

c >

y(Q = <^(a) = <^(6) = V, y)(c) = A

Figure 3: An automaton which generates the paperfolding sequence



4) The Baiim-Svveet sequence

It is well known that, if a real number is quadratic over the rationals, then its continued frac-
tion expansion is periodic or ultimately periodic. But nothing is known for algebraic numbers of
degree > 3: no example is known with bounded partial quotients, nor with unbounded quotients.

If one replaces the real numbers by the field of Laurent series IFg((Ar -1)) over the finite field

Fg, the field of rational numbers by 1Fq(X), and the ring ofintegers ZZ by the ring of polynomials
IFg[X], more is known. There is indeed a theory of continued fractions, and the property of
bounded partial quotients has to be replaced by the property of quotients of bounded degree (or
equivalently quotients taking a finite mimber of values).

A first result has been given by Baiim and Sweet in 1976 ([12]): there exists a Laurent
series in W'z((X )), of degree 3 over IF2(A"), such that its continued fraction has only finitely
many partial quotients. By the Cliristol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy theorem, (where
the variable X is replaced by A'- ), the sequence of coefRcients of the Ba.iim-Sweet series is
2-automatic. Here is a 2-automaton which generates this sequence:

set of states 5" = {i, a, b},
maps from S to S,

- output function,

Hence this sequence begins by:

O. i = a, O. a = i, 0. 6 = 6,

l. i = t, l. a = b, l. b = b,

<p(i) = 1, y(a) = y{b) = 0.

110110010

(^(i) = 1, (^(a) = y{b) = 0

Figure 4: An automaton which generates the Baum-Sweet sequence

It can be shown that the term Un of the Baum-Sweet sequence u is equal to 1 if and only
if there is no string of O's of odd length in the binary expansion of n. Other examples have
been given by Mills and Robbins for all characteristics ([29]). A natural question due to Mendes
France arises: given an algebraic Laurent series whose partial quotients take only a finite number
of values, is the sequence of these partial quotients automatic? (remember that the sequence of
coefficients of the series is itself automatic from the Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Ra.uzy



theorem) The answer is yes for the example of Mills and Robbins in characteristic 3, (see [9]),
and for their examples in characteristic p > 3, (see [3]). The sequence of partial quotients of the
Baum-Sweet series has recently been shown non-automatic by Mkaouar, [30], but this sequence
can be generated by a non-uniform morphism, see below.

5) The Hanoi sequence

The well known towers of Hanoi game is the following: N disks of diameter, say 1, 2, .. ., N,
are stacked on the first of three vertical pegs. At each step one is allowed to pick the topmost
disk on a peg a.nd to put it on another one, provided it is not stacked on a smaller disk. The
game is over when all the disks are on a (new) peg. A classical recursive algorithm gives a (finite)
sequence of moves of length 2^-1, which is optimal, to transfer N disks from the first peg to
another one. If one chooses to transfer the disks to the second peg if N is odd, and to the third
one if 7^ is even, all the sequences of moves of length 2N-1 given by the algorithm are prefixes of
a unique infinite sequence of moves on the six-letter alphabet of all possible moves. It has been
proved in [10] that this infinite sequence is indeed 2-a.utonia, tic, and that it can be generated by
the 2-automaton given below. Note that in the cyclic towers of Hanoi, (where the'pegs are on
a circle and where only clockwise moves are allowed), the infinite sequence of moves resulting
from the classical cyclic algorithm is NOT automatic, but can be generated by a non-uniform
morphism, (see [8]).

(The - significant - states have been replaced by their images by y;)

Figure 5: An a.utomaton which generates the Hanoi sequence



2. 3 Sequences generated by uniform morphisms

Definition 2 A sequence u = (un)n>o with values in a finite set Y is said to be the image of a
fixed point of a uniform morphism of length q, (q being an integer > 2), if there exists:

- a set A,
- a uniform morphism a of length q on A, i. e. a map which associates to each letter in A

a q-letter word on A. This map is extended by concatenation to a morphism of the free monoid
A* generated by A, and by continuity to the infinite sequences with values in A,

- a sequence v = (vn)n>o with values in A, which is a fixed point of o,
- a map ijj from A to Y such that Vra   IN, ^(fn) = "n.

2. 4 Examples

The patient reader can check (or prove) that the five examples given previously are images of
fixed points of uniform morphisms of length 2, indeed:

1) The Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence

This sequence is the fixed point of the 2-morphism on {0, 1} given by:

(7(0) = 01,
CT(l) = 10.

2) The Rudin-Shapiro sequence

Let A = {a, &, c, d}, define a on A by:

<7(a) = ab,
o-(6) = ac,
o-(c) = db,
cr(d) = dc,

and let ^ be the map:
^/, (a) = V>(6) = +1, ̂ (c) = ^(d) = -1.

Then the sequence v = (vn}n>o defined by v = limfc_oo o- (o) is a fixed point of cr, and the
Rudin-Shapiro sequence is the pointwise image of the sequence v by the map i{j.
3) The paperfolding sequence

Let A = {a, 6, c, d}, define (T on A by:

CT(a) = a6,
a{b) = cb,
a(c) = ad,
a(d) = cd,



and let ^ be the map:
^>(a) = ^(6) = V, ̂ (c) = ^(d) = A.

Then the sequence v = (vn)n>o defined by v = limfc^oo vk(a) is a fixed point of a, and the
paperfolding sequence is the pointwise image of the sequence v by the map ^.

4) The Baum-Sweet sequence

Let A = {a, b, c, d}, define o- on A by:

a(a) = ab,
a(&) = cb,
a(c) = 6d,
CT(ri) = dd,

and let ^ be the map:
^(a) = ^(6) = 1, ̂ (c) = ^(d) = 0.

Then the sequence v = (vn)n>o defined by v = Umfc^co o-fc(a) is a fixed point of o-, and the
Baum-Sweet sequence is the pointwise image of the sequence v by the map i/}.

5) The Hanoi sequence

This sequence is the fixed point of the 2-morphism a defined on the alphabet A = {a, 6, c, a, 6, c}
by:

a(a)
a(&)
<T(C)
a(a)
<7(6)
a(c)

ac,
cb,
6ff,
ac,

c6,
ba.

2. 5 The main theorem

It is not by chance that our five examples are simultaneously 2-automatic and images of fixed
points of uniform morphisms of length 2. Indeed a theorem due to Cobham, [19], asserts that
this is general:

Theorem 1 ([19]). A sequence is q-automatic if and only if it is the image of a fixed point of a
q-substitution.

The proof of this theorem iises a combinatorial property of these sequences: both properties
above are equivalent to saying that the set of subsequences Ng(u) defined by:

^, (u) = [n -^ u^, ^, k>0, 0^a<qk -l},



(also called the g-kernel of the sequence u, see [35]), is finite.

Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy, gave in 1980, [18], an arithmetical condition
which is equivalent to the theoretical-computer-science condition and to the combinatorial con-
dition given above:

Theoreni 2 ([18]). Let u be a sequence with values in the finite field Wy, (q is a power of a
prime number p). Then the sequence u is q-automatic if and only if the formal power series
5^^'^o UnXn is algebraic over the field IFg(X) of rational functions with coefficients in Wq.

Remarks

- this theorem has, of course, nothing to do witlt the Chomsky-Schiitzenberger theorem,
([17]);

- to give the flavour of this theorem, let us consider again the Prouhet-Thue-M^orse sequence
quoted above. Remember that this sequence is the fixed point of the 2-morphism a defined by:

(7(0) = 01,
(7(1) = 10.

We consider from now on 0 and 1 as the two elements of IF2 and we make all computations
modulo 2. The definition of our sequence u by the morphism o- shows that:

Vn   IN, u-in = Un, U2n+l = 1 + Un.

Hence:

+00
v^.

+00 +CO

F(X} := ^UnXn=^U, nX2n+^U^X2n+1
n=0 n=0 n=0

+00 +CO

= ^^X2n+^(l+Un)X2n+l
n=0

+00
n=0

+00

= (^^Z")2+X(^^X")2+
x

n=0 71=0 (i+xy

= F2{X)+XF2{X)+
x

(1+-Y)2-

One sees that F satisfies the equation:

(1 + X)3F2 + (1 + X)2F +X =0,

which shows that F is algebra.ic (quadra. tic) on W'i{X).

Another condition can be given for the automaticity of a sequence with values in a finite field.
This is a theorem of Furstenberg's, which he proved in 1967, [25]:



Theorem 3 [25]. Let u = (un)n>o be a sequence with values in the finite field Wq. Then the
series ̂ UnXn is algebraic over the field ~S!'q(X) if and only if there exists a double formal power
series Em.n>o a-m,nXmYn such that

- this series is a rational function, i. e. belongs to the field Wq{X, Y~),
- the sequence u is the diagonal of the sequence a, i. e. : Vn   1^, Un = fln.n.

Putting all these conditions together one obtains the following fundamental theorem:

Fundamental Theorem Let u = (un)n>o be a sequence with values in the finite field TFg. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:

i) the q-kernel of the sequence u, i. e. the set of subsequences

Ng(u) ={n^ u^^, k^0, 0<a<qk-l},
is finite,

ii) the sequence u is q-automatic, .
iii) the sequence u is the image of a fixed point of a uniform morphism of length q,
iv) the formal power series ^^ unXn is algebraic over the field IFg(X),
v) there exists a double sequence a = (am, n)m, n wii.h viil.nes in IF,, such that the formal power

series Em, n>o am,n^m^" is a rational function, (i. e. an element ofWq{X, Y)), and such that
u is the diagonal of a, (i. e. Vn eIN, Un = ann).

3 Transcendence results and finite automata

In this chapter we will see two kinds of transcendence results:

- transcendence over IFg(-Y) of formal power series with coefficients in Fg, using the Christol,
Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy theorem. In particular we will devote a paragraph to the
Carlitz zeta function.

- transcendence of real numbers over the rational numbers.

3. 1 Miscellaneous transcendental formal power series

- An old question of Mahler's asks whether a binary sequence (cin)n such that both numbers
Sn^o an2-" and ̂ ^'^o 0^3""' are algebraic over the rational numbers is necessary an ultimately
periodic sequence, (i. e. whether both numbers are "trivial", indeed whether they are both
rational). Actually, a.lthoiigh this question is still open, the resiilt is tnie if one replaces the usual
operations by operations witliout carries:

Theorein 4 Let (fln)n 6e a binary sequence such that the formal power series T^^o dnXn is
algebraic over IF2(A") ivhen considered as an element o/IF2[[-Y]], and algebraic over W^X) when
considered as an element of ]F3[[X]}. Then this sequence is ultimately periodic, i. e. both formal
power series are indeed rational functions.
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The proof of this resiilt is an easy consequence of the theorem of Christol, Kamae, Mendes
France and Rauzy and of a (non-easy!) result of Coblia.m which asserts that a sequence which
is both g-automatic and g'-automatic, with q and q' multiplicatively independent, is necessary
ultimately periodic, ([20]).

- Let Sg(ra) be the residue module q of the sum of the digits of the integer n in its g-ary expansion.
It is not hard to see that the sequence {sy(an+b))n is ̂ -automatic; in particular forg= 2, a = 1,
6=0, one gets the Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence. But what can be said of (sg(n2))? A result
of the author ([!]), states that this sequence is NOT g-automatic.

Theorem 5 [1]. Let P be a polynomial of degree > 2, such that P(TN) CM. Then the se-
quence (5, (P(n))n is not q-automatic. Hence, ifq is a prime number, the formal power series
^Sg(P(n))X" is transcendental overTFy(X).

- As seen previously, the paperfolding sequence is 2-automatic, hence the paperfolding series is
algebraic over ]F^(X). Now suppose that at each step you choose to fold either up or down
arbitrarily; you thus obtain an uncountable number of paperfolding sequences. Of course they
cannot be all automatic, as the set of automatic sequences is countable. It can be shown that
such a sequence is 2-a.utomatic if and only if the sequence of its "folding instructions" (i. e.
the sequence of choices to fold one way or the other way) is ultimately periodic: in other words
any non-ultimately periodic seqiience of folding instructions yields a formal power series which
is transcendental over W^^X).

3. 2 The Carlitz zeta function

In 1935 Cariitz introduced a function now known as the Carlitz zeta function which ressembles

the Riemann zeta function (see for instance [16]). This function from BM'* to IFg[[X-1]] is defined

I>y; . " 1
Vne IN*, C(") = _ E_ ̂ ^-

P monic eTFyW

Moreover there exists a formal Laurent series denoted by H such that:

Vn = 0 mod {q - 1), n 7^ 0, 3r»   IFg(X), C(") = H"^.

The expression for H is:

"=fffl -^.-x'

]=1
xi}+l - x

Note that this property can be compared to the classical result on the values of the Riemann
zeta function at the even integers.

One can ask whether this formal Laurent series H, the values of this zeta function, and the

values ̂ ^ are transcendental over TFg(X). Remember tliat, t, 1ic re;i, l number TT is transcendent al
over the field of rational numbers, hence the values of the Riemann zeta, function at the even
integers are also transcendental, as the niimbers C(2ra)/7T2" are rational. For the other values of
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the Riemann zeta function, (divided by a suitable power of TT or not), the only thing which is
known is the irrationality of <^(3) proved by Apery in 1978.

Four methods are available for the Carlitz zeta function and the related series:
- the original method due to Wade in the 40's, (he proved many transcendeiice results, in par-

ticular the transcendence of the formal power series H), ressembles transcendence methods for the
case of real numbers. This method has been extended recently by Dammame and Hellegouarch,
who proved the transcendence of all the values C, (n), Vra 6 IN*;

- the method of diophantine approximation is worked out by de Mathan and Cherif and gives
irrationality measures for the values of the Carlitz zeta function;

- the method of Yu uses Drinfeld modules and gives the most complete results, indeed C(")
is transcendental\/n   1ST* and ̂  z's transcendental for every n^O mod (9 - 1);

- the "automatic method". This method has been proposed by the author to give an "el-
ementary" proof of the transcendence of the formal series H, (see [5]). The reader will find in
the appendix a different (but even simpler) proof of the transcendence of this series H. This
"automatic" method has been recently extended by Berthe: she gave an elementary automatic
proof of the transcendence o/<(n), Vn ̂  g- 2, (see [13]), as well as linear independence results
for these series, ([14]), and transcendence results for the Carlitz logarithm, (see [15]).

3.3 Transcendence of real numbers and finite automata

The consequence of Cobham's theorem quoted above (Theorem 4) can be described, roughly
speaking, by saying: "changing bases kills algebraicity". Hence a natural qiiestion posed in [18]
asks whether every real number ^ 0^2-" such that the sequence of coefficients in its ba.se-2
expansion is 2-automatic and not ultimately periodic is indeed a transcendental number. The
answer is yes, it is due to Loxton and van der Poorten, (see also the work of Nishioka):

Theorem 6 [27]. If the coefficients of the base-q expansion of a real number form an automatic
sequence, then this number is either rational or transcendental.

In other words a number like ̂ 2 cannot have an automatic expansion in any base. Note that
this theorem gives the transcendence of a coiintable set of "ad hoc" real numbers, and that one
should not hope to get that way the transcendence of classical numbers like the Euler constant
(!), even for numbers which are known to be transcendental: a reasonable but out of reach
conjecture is that the real numbers TT and e are not automatic. Note also that Mendes France
and van der Poorten proved that a real number whose base-2 expansion is any paperfolding
sequence is transcendental, (see [28]), this gives an uncountable (but "thin") set of numbers,
(which of course are not all automatic numbers), for which the transcendence can be proved
using this kind of methods.

4 Generalizations

In this chapter we will survey quickly some possible generalizations of the automatic sequences.
The interested reader can find a survey with more details in [7], in particular what is kept and
what is lost in each of these generalizations.
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4. 1 The multidimensional case

Instead of considering one-dimensiona.1 morphisms which consist of replacing a, letter by a word,
one can imagine of a multidimensional morphism. Thus a two-dimensional morphism associates
to each letter a, "sqiiare", for instance:

0 1
1 0

1
1 0
0 1

This can be extended as previously, iterating this map gives:

0 1
1 0

0110
1001
1001
0110

The reader can find in [34] and [35] more details, in particular a theorem analogous to the
Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy theorem holds true.

4. 2 Non-uniform n-iorphlsms

A non-uniform morphism maps each letter of a finite alphabet on a word with letters in this
alphabet, but all these words do not have necessarily the same length. A classical example is the
Fibonacci morphism deilned on {0, 1} by:

0 ^01, 1 0.

Iterating this morphism gives:

0^01 010-* 01001-^ 01001010

The arithmetic properties of the infinite sequences wliicli ;ir(* (ima. ges of) fixed points of these
morphisms are not very simple as the numeration base associated to them is not the base q for
some integer g ^ 2. For instance, in the above example, the numeration base is the Fibonacci
base: Fo =l, Fi =2, FS = 3, Fs = 5, ...

On this subject one can read the paper of Shallit ([36]), and also the work of Fabre.

4. 3 From finite fields to fields of positive characteristic

Remember that the theorem of Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy can be stated in the
following way, (see theorem 2):

Let q be an integer > 2. For a sequence u = (un)n define its q-kernel as the set of subsequences

N, (u) ={n-. ̂ ^, k>0, 0<a^qk-l}.
Suppose that u takes its values in the finite field Wq. Then the series ̂ iinXn is algebraic over
1Fq[X) if and only if its q-kernel Nq{u} is finite.

The main result, obtained by Sharif and Woodcock in [38] and Harase in [26] (see also the survey
of the author [4]), can be stated as follows:
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Theorem 7 [38], [26]. Let u be a seqiience with values in a field K of positive characteristic p.
Let s be any integer > \, q = ps, and let K be a perfect field containing K, (for instance its
algebraic closure).

Then the series ^ UnXn is algebraic over K(X) if and only if the vector space spanned over
K by the "modified" q-kernel of u

A^(u) = {7. - u;^^, fc > 0, 0< a^gfc- l}.
has finite dimension.

Note that this theorem contains the Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy theorem,
and that it can be easily extended to the multidimensional case. Note also that two interesting
corollaries can been proved, using the work of Salon for a finite field, or more generally the above
theorem for a field of positive characteristic, (these results have been first given by Deligne by a
non-elementary method in [23]):

- the Hadamard product of two algebraic formal power series with coefficients in a field of
positive characteristic, ^, UnXn and^VnX"-, i. e. the "naive" product Y^ UnV^X", is itself an
algebraic formal power series.

- let ̂ Um, nXmYn be a double formal power series in K[[X, Y]], algebraic over K(X, Y),
(where K is afield of positive characteristic). Then its diagonal^u^nXn is algebraic over the
field K(X).

4.4 9-regular sequences

Let s(n) be the sum of the digits of n in the binary expansion, then the sequence (s(n))n mod 2
is the Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence, hence is a. 2-automatic sequence. What can be said of the
sequence (s(n))n not reduced module 2?

The notion of g-regular sequence has been introduced by Shallit and the author in [11] to
answer this question inter alia.

Let q be an integer ^ 2. Let u = (un)n be a sequence with values in a Ncetherian ring R.
This sequence is said to be q-regular if its kernel Ny(u) generates a module of finite type.
(Remeniber that the g-kernel of the sequence u is defined as:

N, (u) = {n -^ u^^, k>0, 0^a<qk-l} ).

The reader is referred to [11] for the properties of these sequences a.nd for numerous examples
of such sequences, together with "their Sloane numbers" for the sequences which are quoted in
Sloane's book [39].
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5 Appendix: an easy "automatic" proof of the transcendence
of the formal power series H

As said in chapter 3.2 the Carlitz formal power series H, given by

"-n(>-^-^).X?J+1 - X

has been proved transcendental by Wade in the 40's. We gave an "automatic" proof of this result
in [5]. We want to present now another - still simpler - "automatic" proof.

The first step consists of a remark due to Laurent Denis concerning an expression for ̂ .
Indeed taking the derivative of the expression of H   IFg((X- )), one has:

n/
n

+00 ( 1-
.Xl' -X
X^ -X

^ (^ ^. -x
J=l ^~ xi^-x.

+<»

=£.
.
7=1

X^ -X'

A traditional notation is [j] = X'13 - X, hence the above equality can be written

n/ +00
\->

" ~u[j+lr

If H were algebraic, that would be the case also for H/, (the proof is left to the reader who might
use - for instance - the Christol, Kamae, Mendes France an Rauzy theorem, where the variable
X is replaced by X-l), hence for ̂ .

Finally to prove the transcendence of H it suffices to prove the transcendence of the series
Sj^? ^J- This series is known as the "bracket" series and has been proved transcendent al by

Wade, but we gave in [5] an "automatic" proof for the transcendence of slightly more general
series. We rewrite here this - easy - proof in the case of the bracket series. One has:

L^=EJ=l
X9} - X

+00

JL
]}

J=l
Xl'

1\^3-1'!1-^)
-1

=E
J$l
m'>0

^ ^qJ +m(qJ -l) ^

X) x.E
J>1
m>l

This last expression can also be written

^ ^m(7^-l)
X,

=1-
--v^ E i

j,m
\m(ql-l)=n /

1

xn'

E 1)^
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Using the theorem of Christol, Kamae, Mendes France and Rauzy one sees that the series above
is algebraic over IFg(X) if and only if the sequence

n I; '
J: 9-'-! I"

is g-automatic. So we have to prove that it is not.
But if a sequence v is ̂ -automatic, then the subsequence n -r Vgn-i is ultimately periodic,

(hint: the base-g expansion of g" - 1 consists of n digits all equal to g' - 1). It thus suffices to
show that the sequence:

»- E i
j:(^-l)l(g"-i)

is not ultimately periodic. But it is well known that (q3 - 1) [ (qn - 1) if and only if j | n. Hence,
using the classical notation r(ra) to denote the number of divisors of the integer ra, it suffices to
show that the sequence

n -r r(ra)

is not ultimately periodic. OF COURSE THIS SEQUENCE HAS TO BE TAKEN module p,
where p is the characteristic of IF,.

Now, suppose that (r(n))n mod p is ultimately periodic. Then there exist two integers T > 1
and no > 1 such that:

This implies

Vn > no, Vfc   N, r(n + A-T) ^ r(n) mod p.

Vn ̂  no, Vfe   IN, r(n(l + kT)) = r(n + knT) = r(n) mod p.

Now choose k large enough such that (1 + kT) > ny and (1 + kT) is a prime number, say u: this
is possible from the arithmetic progression theorem for prime numbers, (note that this case, i.
e. the existence of arbitrarily large prime numbers in the progression 1 + kT, can be proved in
a very elementary way, using cyclotomic polynomials). Taking n = (1 + kT) = cJ, one gets:

r(ZJ ) = T(aJ) mod p,

3=2 mod p,
i. e.

which yields the desired contradiction.
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